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FASHION FLASH

WINTER TRENDS
Take flight. Look cool. Stay hot. Vintage is back
with a fashion blast from the past. Bomber Jackets are
an LA Winter-Must. Designers are emanating punk
vibes... lack leather and punk striped sweaters!

Chunky knit turtlenecks are everywhere. Effortless to wear, stylish and can be made by your grandma
— what’s not to love? No need to give up sexiness

with your chunky sweater...
pair it with skinny jeans,
a tight skirt, pair of tights
and, over-the-knee boots
of course!
Checkered anything is
good for LA winter as long
as bold, overstated and
attention grabbing are your
cup of tea. Don’t forget fun
wraps, capes and ponchos.
For glamazons-on-the-go
a fabulous poncho is your
new best friend. No matter
how busy you are, regardless of what’s underneath
— a stylish poncho is adorable, and likely will be
the one thing you just can’t live without! EVER.
Nothing beats the feel and look of velvet during
cooler months. Long, warm and wrapped in sexy
mystique, velvet anything is a major requirement.
Adding a mix of velvet to your imposing fashionista
repertoire offers a 70’s London girl look whether it
be a gown, pantsuit, handbag or coat.

Los Angeles-based Designer Sue Wong Opens Fashion Week With
Breathtaking Gowns and Ornamental Headpieces.
The Taglyan Complex in Hollywood hosted the presentation of Wong’s
spring and summer 2016 Alchemy & Masquerade runway collection for
the Art Hearts Fashion Week. A Standing ovation for her beautiful designs
and a plaque and proclamation from the California Assembly congratulaed
and thanked Wong for showing her glamorous collection in Los Angeles.
1) Los Angeles-based Designer Sue Wong Opens Art Hearts Fashion Week
2) Yuki Akechi, Dr. Mac Moretz, Yuka Takahashi, Jo Hilton
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